Qlik for Expense Management

Empower your finance pros to analyze large volumes of expense data from many sources in one intuitive expense application with Qlik data analytics.

Qlik® replaces high-level, static, end-of-month reports with a discovery solution that lets your business users freely investigate costs and expenses across multiple geographies, business lines, and systems. Your finance users and managers can better understand trends from detailed spending activity and identify efficiency opportunities, so your business can take meaningful action to reduce expenses.

Key Solution Benefits

Complete enterprise visibility

Your business gains a view from all sides of aggregated expense categories with the ability to integrate large volumes of detailed spend data from multiple financial ledgers, disparate sources, and varied lines of business.

- Dynamic Qlik apps allow your users to quickly discover cost reduction areas from redundant expenses to poor pricing
- The Qlik Associative Difference® lets your users interact with expense data in an easy to understand way, making exploration to uncover relevant business details easier
- Your managers can assess true cost of ownership and the real value of contracts from expense trends for new opportunities
- Your non-technical users have a full view of enterprise expenses and unrestricted exploration (as needed) so they can stop relying on end-of-month reports

Mobility advantages

Finance executives understand the power of on-the-go decision making. Your users can tap into their Qlik apps on location, anytime.

- Gain full data discovery including interactive analysis, rich visualizations, and the Associative Difference — anywhere, on any device
- Proactively manage excess costs and deliver efficiencies by allowing managers and executives to understand what’s happening with business as it happens, instantly and securely

Qlik data analytics for faster and more effective decision making

Qlik’s vision is a data-literate world, where everyone can use data and analytics to improve decision-making and solve their most challenging problems. Our cloud-based Qlik Active Intelligence Platform delivers end-to-end, real-time data integration and analytics cloud solutions to close the gaps between data, insights and action. By transforming data into Active Intelligence, businesses can drive better decisions, improve revenue and profitability, and optimize customer relationships.
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